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Abstract Objectives Acute care ophthalmic clinics often suffer from inefficient triage, leading
to suboptimal patient access and resource utilization. This study reports the prelimi-
nary results of a novel, symptom-based, patient-directed, online triage tool developed
to address the most common acute ophthalmic diagnoses and associated presenting
symptoms.
Methods A retrospective chart review of patients who presented to a tertiary
academic medical center’s urgent eye clinic after being referred for an urgent, semi-
urgent, or nonurgent visit by the ophthalmic triage tool between January 1, 2021 and
January 1, 2022 was performed. Concordance between triage category and severity of
diagnosis on the subsequent clinic visit was assessed.
Results The online triage tool was utilized 1,370 and 95 times, by the call center
administrators (phone triage group) and patients directly (web triage group), respec-
tively. Of all patients triaged with the tool, 8.50% were deemed urgent, 59.2% semi-
urgent, and 32.3% nonurgent. At the subsequent clinic visit, the history of present
illness had significant agreement with symptoms reported to the triage tool (99.3%
agreement, weighted kappa¼ 0.980, p<0.001). The triage algorithm also had
significant agreement with the severity of the physician diagnosis (97.0% agreement,
weighted kappa¼0.912, p<0.001). Zero patients were found to have a diagnosis on
exam that should have corresponded to a higher urgency level on the triage tool.
Conclusion The automated ophthalmic triage algorithm was able to safely and
effectively triage patients based on symptoms. Future work should focus on the utility
of this tool to reduce nonurgent patient load in urgent clinical settings and to improve
access for patients who require urgent medical care.
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Background and Significance

The reduced capacity imposed by the coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) shutdown highlighted the importance of
efficient and accurate triage of patients with ophthalmic
complaints based on symptoms.1,2However, the challenge of
appropriately triaging ophthalmic patients was not new to
the ophthalmic community. Requests for urgent ophthalmo-
logic visits can arise from both providers (primary care
physicians, optometrists, other physicians) or from patients
themselves. Yet almost half of eye-related emergency de-
partment (ED) visits in United States are nonemergent,3 and
referring providers have been shown to accurately diagnose
or triage patients less than 50% of the time,4–6 highlighting
the inherent difficulty in triaging ophthalmic conditions. The
method of triage frequently involves a stepwise approach.
Urgent concerns are commonly routed to an administrative
assistant with varying levels of ophthalmic knowledge or
ophthalmic medical staff (medical assistants, technicians,
optometrists, or ophthalmologists). Unless dedicated “walk-
in” patient slots are available, triaging—typically by ophthal-
mic medical staff—to establish appropriateness of an urgent
visit based on the patient’s current symptoms is required to
avoid overwhelming limited resources.

Formalized triage protocols have proven helpful in iden-
tifying patients for whom prompt outpatient ophthalmic
examination may be more safely considered.7 However, the
existing symptom checkers or tele-triage systems are limited
by either accuracy or provider involvement.8–10 Different
methods of triage scoring (Rome Eye and Alphabetical Triage
Score for Ophthalmology scoring) and computer-assisted
self-triage have also been applied to ophthalmic emergency
rooms in Europe; however, there has been limited uptake in
the United States.11–14 These systems do, however, reinforce
the idea that developing a triage tool or automated self-triage
system could facilitate safe and efficacious triage resource
and provider-limited situations.

In the setting of the acute need to reduce the use of
ophthalmology-trained personnel to triage patient com-
plaints, an automated ophthalmic symptoms triage tool
was developed. Here we describe the development, valida-
tion, and implementation of a novel automated ophthalmic
triage tool with the goal of safely and accurately triaging
patient complaints and the urgency of such visits.

Methods

This was a single-center retrospective cohort study of all
patientswho utilized the automatic ophthalmic triage tool at
the Scheie Eye Institute of theUniversity of Pennsylvania. The
Scheie Eye Institute is a tertiary referral academic eye center
affiliatedwith the University of Pennsylvania Health System.
Apart from individual provider clinics, the Scheie Eye Insti-
tute also has a daily ophthalmology urgent care clinic that
serves urgent ophthalmic needs on awalk-in or appointment
basis, via internal or external provider- or self-referral.
Patients may walk in or call in to the departmental call
center to be seen in this clinic and are added on to the day’s

schedule without any triaging guidelines until the clinic
capacity is reached. At our institution, in particular, there
is a generalized call center, resulting in limited and fluctuat-
ing funds of knowledge due to high staff turnover and
shifting needs of the call center itself. For example, a staff
member may be expected to respond to ophthalmology calls
1 day and orthopaedics calls the next. Thus, the urgent clinic
often reaches capacity for a given day—in part due to the lack
of triaging of patients who walk or call in. Frequently, once
capacity is reached, call center personnel contact resident
physicians to triage concerned patients appropriately. Prior
to the development of the tool, the departmental call center,
which is staffed by administrative assistants, had minimal
clinical guidelines for triaging symptom-related calls. To
address this issue, an automated triage algorithmwas devel-
oped, using similar methodology to that seen in develop-
ment and implementation of automated COVID-19 triage
tools.15 As a quality improvement project, this study was
reviewed and deemed exempt from the University of Penn-
sylvania Institutional Review Board.

Development of the Triage Algorithm
A symptoms-based approach was used to create the triage
algorithm by a U.S. ophthalmology resident (M.S.R.). Com-
mon presenting ophthalmic symptoms were used as the
baseline of the algorithm tree, which included vision loss,
eye pain, red eye, diplopia, flashes and floaters, tearing,
eyelid or pupil changes. For each of these symptoms, the
most common, urgent, and any “can’t miss” diagnoses were
considered to create a series of binary questions probing for
duration, frequency, and relevant context thatmight identify
the severity of the patient’s condition to guide appropriate
visit timing. These diagnoses were considered based on
clinical experience, verified using the Wills Eye Manual for
reference, and checked against common clinical diagnoses
used to assess the accuracy of a popular online symptom
checker by Shen et al.8,16 For example, symptoms of
sudden/transient vision loss, new flashes and floaters, and
history of recent trauma or eye surgery were in general
prioritized. The algorithm eventually produced a triage
recommendation: urgent (refer to urgent care clinic in the
same day), semi-urgent (follow-up with ophthalmologist
within 4 weeks), and nonurgent: (follow-up with ophthal-
mologist in 4 to 9 weeks). Care was taken to use plain
language at the elementary school reading level for ease of
patient and call center staff use.17 The algorithm was then
reviewed by three U.S. board-certified ophthalmologists
who unanimously agreed on the decision-making tree. The
algorithm is provided in ►Supplementary Fig. S1 (available
in the online version).

During initial development of the tool, initial validation
was performed using 50 charts from walk-in clinic. A conve-
nience sample of 50 consecutive charts of patients from the
walk-in urgent care clinic was selected randomly to validate
the triage tool. Randomization procedure included picking
every other chart from the list of patient charts. Researchers
completed the tool based on the patients’ quoted chief
complaints and history of present illness (HPI) from clinic
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notes. The results of the triage tool were then comparedwith
the assessment and plan of the clinician to assess baseline
efficacy of the tool prior to deploying it through the web
portal and through the call center.

Implementation of the Triage Tool
The triage algorithm was developed into a web application
that is publicly available.18 Twomodes of accessing the triage
tool were developed. For patients who had web access and
were able to navigate the simple Web site, they accessed the
tool directly, selecting their symptoms and receiving a triage
recommendation (the web triage group). For those that
called our call center directly with symptoms, the call center
representatives would use the same Web site to input the
symptoms and reach a triage recommendation (the phone
triage group). Due to the internet-based nature of the tool,
regardless of method of use, an automated message was
generated that included all pertinent patient demographics,
patient responses, and the triage recommendation, which
was then relayed to the electronic health record (EHR).
Within the EHR, thesemessageswere located in a specialized
inbox that were only accessible to the administrative assis-
tants and ophthalmic technicians who were responsible for
scheduling appointments accordingly. As such, treating
physicians were masked to the triage tool results at the
time of the follow-up clinic encounter. For messages that
indicated an urgent follow-up, an ophthalmic technician
would follow up with the patient to address the urgent
needs of the patient (either be seen in the urgent clinic or
sent to the ED for after-hours care), and administrative
assistants would address the rest.

Study Outcomes and Statistical Analysis
Factors assessed with regards to use of the triage tool
included demographics, tool usage rates, and distribution
of triage levels from the study period of January 1, 2021 to
January 1, 2022 since the tool was deployed. The first clinic
note after completion of the triage tool was reviewed to
determine the primary outcomes of (1) concordance be-
tween the HPI presented in the clinic note and that reported
to the triage tool and (2) concordance between the acuity of
the diagnosis made by the clinician and the triage acuity
designated by the triage tool. Agreement of these was
assessed via weighted kappa measurement. Criteria for HPI
match included the symptoms and timeline input into the
tool as demonstrated by ►Supplementary Fig. S1 (available
in the online version). For example, for HPI match to occur,
the same symptoms must have been reported to the tool as
were reported to the clinician and written in the notes (e.g.,
vision loss/change in vision, flashes/floaters, double vision,
red eye, eye pain, tearing, eyelid problem; ►Supplementary

Fig. S1, available in the online version). Similarly, the same
timeline must have been reported to the triage tool as to the
clinician as demonstrated by HPI in clinic notes (e.g., symp-
toms for<2, 4, 6 wk; ►Supplementary Fig. S1, available in
the online version). To assess clinical severity, all eye-
related diagnosis codes were prespecified as either vision
threatening (e.g., corneal ulcer, retinal detachment, celluli-

tis), acute (e.g., corneal abrasion, posterior vitreous detach-
ment, stye), chronic (e.g., cataract, glaucoma), or benign
(e.g., subconjunctival hemorrhage, hidrocystoma). Diagno-
ses that were vision threatening or acute were expected to
be associated with an urgent triage, whereas diagnoses that
were benign or chronic were expected to be associated with
semi-urgent or nonurgent triage to be considered as con-
cordant. When appropriate, differences between assess-
ments were noted as uptriages (where a provider
assessed that a patient had a higher clinical severity than
the tool assigned) and downtriages (where a provider
assessed that a patient had a lower clinical severity than
the tool assigned) were evaluated. As part of the concor-
dance review process, the charts of all of web triage tool
completions were chosen for this analysis. The charts of 10%
of call center triage patients were chosen at random.
Without knowing how frequently or infrequently we would
find discrepancies between the triage recommendation and
the chart, the authors were not able to do an a priori power
analysis to guide us in sample size. Therefore, the 10% of call
center patients were chosen as the size for the random
sample due to investigator convenience with the goal of a
similar yet reasonable sample size of the call center patients
for chart review. Two judges (E.M. and M.S.R.) were involved
in the assessments of agreement by kappa statistic. The
prespecified clinical severity and triage acuity classification
were utilized to reduce any confirmation bias by the
adjudicators. Regarding disagreements, the plan was to
discuss among the two judges and resolve with final
approval from a third judge (B.V.). However, disagreements
were not encountered. Descriptive statistics were calculat-
ed and reported. Weighted kappa values were generated
using STATA 14.2 (College Station, Texas, United States).

Results

Pilot Testing and Primary Validation
For 43 out of 50 (86%) of the patient visits used for pilot
testing of the tool, the triage tool triage acuity was the same
as the diagnosis severity by the clinician. The remaining 7
patients (14%) were downtriaged by the provider, meaning
that the tool was more cautious than the clinician by design,
suggesting the patient seek more urgent care than was
deemed necessary by the clinician (e.g., the tool suggested
a same day instead of a semi-urgent appointment or a semi-
urgent appointment instead of a nonurgent appointment as
suggested by clinical diagnosis). Given the reassuring accu-
racy and appropriately conservative results of the algorithm,
the triage tool was then deployed across the department
through the web portal and for use by our call center
representatives. Multiple meetings were employed to orient
the call center and administrative assistants to the web app,
who found the tool to be user-friendly. The administrative
assistants and ophthalmic technicians were trained on how
to access the call center message pool where triage results
were sent and how to respond to these messages to schedule
an appointment in a timely matter in accordance with the
triage tool’s recommended urgency.
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Postimplementation Results
Once deployed, the triage tool was completed 1,465 times
(1,370 in the phone triage group, 85 in the web triage group)
over the 12-month study period. A total of 66.7% of all patients
triaged with the tool were female, 50.7% identified as Black,
28.7% Caucasian, 4.4% Asian, and 9.8% Hispanic/Latino. Mean
age was 51.6 years old (standard deviation [SD]�20.2) for all
triagedpatients, 43.1yearsold (SD�17.1) forweb triageusers,
and 57.2 years old (SD�20.2) for phone triage users. Using the
tool, 8.50% of patients were deemed urgent, 59.2% semi-
urgent, and 32.3% nonurgent (►Table 1).

All 85 patients in the web triage group and a 10% random
sample of the 1,370 in the phone triage group had charts
reviewed for a total of 222 patients. Of these, 70 patients
either did not respond to a follow-up phone call for visit
scheduling or did not show up for their scheduled follow-up,
leaving 152 patients who were able to have chart review.
Based on the method of tool usage, a higher percentage of
web app patients did not follow up (34/85 [40.0%]) compared
with the phone triage patients (36/137 [25.5%]; p¼0.02). Of
the 51 web triage patients who followed up, 24 (47%) were
deemed urgent, 20 (39%) as semi-urgent, and 7 (14%) as
nonurgent. The number of urgent was significantly higher
than those who followed up using the phone triage; 10 (10%)
urgent, 66 (65%) semi-urgent, and 25 (25%) nonurgent
(p<0.001).

Compared with the HPI, the triage tool performed well to
match what the patient symptomatically described at the
time of the visit (►Table 2). Of these patients, only 1 out of
the 152 patients had an HPI that did not match up with the
triage tool and it was due to the patient reporting a longer
duration of vision changes thanwas reported in the tool. This

led to an overall agreement of 99.3% and aweighted kappa of
0.981 (p<0.001). When comparing the performance of the
triage tool to the clinician’s diagnosis at the end of the follow-
upvisit, disconcordancewas found in 9 patients, with 6 of the
34 patients triaged for an urgent visit found to have a semi-
urgent diagnosis and 3 of the 86 patients triaged for a semi-
urgent visit found to have a nonurgent issue on exam. Of
note, providers did not know the triage result at time of visit,
and therefore, the triage tool results did not affect the
providers’ diagnosis of urgency of the symptoms. Zero
patients were found to have a diagnosis on exam that should
have corresponded to a higher urgency level on the triage
tool. This led to an overall agreement of 97.0% and aweighted
kappa of 0.912 (p<0.001). Little difference was seen be-
tween the agreement found between the triage tool and the
clinical diagnosis based on the method of triage tool use
(web-based agreement: 95.1%, weighted kappa¼0.8666,
p<0.001; phone-based triage agreement: 98.0%, weighted
kappa¼0.929, p<0.001).

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated the development, utility, and
validation of an automated triage tool based on ophthalmic
symptoms. Our results showed that this tool can safely triage
patients to an appropriate timing of follow-up. While previ-
ous reports have described ophthalmic tele-triage systems
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our tool is novel in that it is
automated and does not rely on a triaging ophthalmic
medical provider, such as a nurse practitioner, resident
physician, or ophthalmic technician.5,6,9,10,19 Although its
creation was necessitated due to the Scheie Eye Institute’s

Table 2 Concordance between triage tool acuity and clinician diagnosis severity for selected review of patients (85 web triage, 137
call patients [10% of unique call triage])a

Urgency of diagnosis based on clinician note

Urgent Semi-urgent Nonurgent Total (with follow-up)

Triage tool acuity Urgent 28
(82.4%)

6
(17.6%)

0
(0.0%)

34
(22.4%)

Semi-urgent 0
(0.0%)

83
(96.5%)

3
(3.49%)

86
(56.6%)

Nonurgent 0 0 32
(100%)

32
(21.0%)

Total 26
(18.4%)

89
(58.6%)

35
(23.0%)

152

aThirty-six of the call triage patients did not follow up and 34 of the web triage patients did not follow up.

Table 1 Triage acuity pool distribution

Triage tool acuity

Urgent Semi-urgent Nonurgent

Patients triaged Administrative staff triage tool (via call center; N¼ 1,370) 83 (6.10%) 829 (60.5%) 458 (33.4%)

Triage tool (N¼ 95) 42 (44.2%) 38 (40.0%) 15 (15.8%)

Total (N¼1,465) 125 (8.50%) 867 (59.2%) 473 (32.3%)
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COVID-19-related shutdown, the need and application for
this tool exist regardless of “shutdown” status. It continues to
be used daily in our offices helping to manage our urgent
same-day clinic and can be applied to any office with limited
resources for patient volume.

Most importantly, the triage tool demonstrated an ability
to triage patients appropriately. Of note, this triage tool did
not incorporate artificial intelligence; it just built the exist-
ing algorithm into a web-based automated decision tree.
There was an overall 97% concordance between triage tool
acuity and clinician (ophthalmology resident with oversite
by board-certified ophthalmology attendings) assessment
and plan. As an automated tool, the emphasis was placed on
the tool being highly sensitive in detecting symptoms
requiring an urgent visit at the cost of potentially uptriaging
less urgent symptoms/conditions. Consequently, there were
zero instances in practice where the tool recommended a
lower triage level than what was clinically indicated; how-
ever, it is important to note that some patients triaged as
semi-urgent or nonurgent may not have followed up with a
provider afterward. Even so, this considerably outperforms
the most popular available ophthalmic symptom checker,
WebMD, which was demonstrated to attain only 26% diag-
nostic accuracy and inappropriately mistriaged 60% of
emergent cases in a study by Shen et al.8 The automated
triage tool also fared comparably to other reported tele-
triage systems in the United Kingdom and Paris that
achieved a 0.3 and 1% mistriage rate, respectively, but those
necessitated a triaging ophthalmology provider to be on the
phone with patients.9,10

While being sure not to miss an important diagnosis, our
study also found that only 7.5% of patients with symptoms
triaged as urgent or semi-urgent by the triage tool ultimately
could have safely been triaged as a lower acuity. In this small
group of patients, a more urgent visit than necessary was
performed. In our opinion, however, this is a welcome trade-
off for reducing overall clinical burden without undertriag-
ing any urgent cases. Due to institutional constraints at the
time of the COVID shutdown (after scrubbing of schedules
during the shutdown, over 2,500 patients had visits canceled
and were immediately placed on a wait list for future
evaluation), the current triage levels were created tomanage
new symptoms as a same-day visit or for semi- or nonurgent
cases, respectively. Depending on the current needs of any
clinic utilizing this tool, it could easily be modified into
urgent/nonurgent categories with no loss in effectiveness
as some physicians with the clinical availability may not
want to have patients wait >4 weeks for an exam after
receiving a call about a symptom.

The COVID-19 pandemic was a significant impetus for
implementing triage systems in ophthalmology depart-
ments throughout the world, but the use of this tool extends
beyond limiting patient visits for social distancing. Our study
found that 32% of all patient symptom calls were considered
nonurgent, and only 8.5% of all calls were urgent. This is
consistent with Scanzera et al who reported on a tele-triage
system at an academic urgent eye clinic during the COVID-19
shelter-in-place period, in which 30% patient calls were

nonurgent.19 Effective triage systems can reduce unneces-
sary urgent visits and improve health care resource utiliza-
tion, a need that has existed before and continues long after
COVID-19 shutdowns. In one instance, Bourdon et al noted
that teleconsultations enabled a 73% reduction in patient
visits to the emergency ophthalmic department in France.9

These highlight the potential for effective triage systems to
reduce unnecessary emergency visits, which may allay pa-
tient fears of unnecessary health care costs while still
improving health care resource utilization.

While these are important goals, it alsomust be noted that
thismay not translate to increased patient satisfaction. Some
patients may be relieved to get automated feedback that
their symptoms are nonurgent. However, others may derive
comfort from speaking with or seeing a provider and may be
dissatisfied by an automated response that their symptoms
are nonurgent. In the subanalysis of the web triage group,
40% did not seek follow-up care, despite a third of those
patients triaged as needing urgent visits; whereas in the
subanalysis of the phone triage group, 25% did not follow up
with a visit, but only 8% were deemed urgent. It is unclear
why web triage patients urgently triaged were less likely to
follow up. It is possible the need to wait for a subsequent
phone call to schedule the exam was off-putting, and future
versions of the triage tool with better EHR integration may
allow for direct scheduling at completion of the tool. On the
other hand, if the tool recommended urgent follow-up, they
may have sought care outside of our institution. Of note,
there are several eye institutions in our city, one of which
includes a world-renowned 24-hour eye emergency room. It
is possible that patients may have responded to our triage
tool’s urgent recommendation appropriately and sought care
elsewhere. These factors may all play a role in why 30% of
patients who used the tool did not follow up for a visit at our
institution. Conversely, a nonurgent triage could have pro-
vided a level of justification to not seek care. As such, more
work needs to be done to evaluate these contributors.
Further analysis into this subset of patients will be crucial
in understanding utilization behaviors as well as in compre-
hensively examining how this system may affect patients.

There are several additional limitations to this study
important to discuss. First, the study was limited by inability
to follow-up on those who may have started but did not
finish the tool. It is possible that there was a subset of
patients that may have been urgent, but instead of complet-
ing the tool, just went straight to the ED. This could have
affected the overall results and possibly the level of agree-
ment between provider and tool. Second, the concordance
analysis may have been affected by some level of confirma-
tion bias, as the adjudicators for the analysis were the ones
involved in developing the triage algorithm. However, to
mitigate this risk, a prespecified classification scheme was
used to determine agreement between the tool’s triage
acuity and clinical diagnosis severity. It is also possible
that the triage tool’s series of questions for each symptom
could ultimately have influenced how the patient reported
their symptoms at the subsequent clinic encounter, which
could also have introduced confirmation bias in HPI
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concordance analysis. Indeed, the tool’s algorithm was for-
mulated to mimic how a clinician typically approaches a
particular type of ophthalmic symptom with associated
follow-up questions. In addition, it was beyond the scope
of this study to evaluate the possibility that both the tool and
the clinician may have incorrectly assessed the patient.

It is also important for future studies to further investigate
why the urgent level rate of call center triage tool was
substantially lower than that found in the web triage tool.
Another key feature of future iterations of the tool will be
employing multilingual translations, exploring the ability of
the tool to handle non-native English speakers to better
accommodate a diverse patient population. Finally, to con-
firm noninferiority or equivalence to human triage (no triage
tool), future studies with a two-armed prospective random-
ized trial are necessary to deliver better evidence on the
performance of the algorithm. Similarly, this study could not
quantify any effect of the tool to minimize the number of
nonurgent visits brought into an academic tertiary medical
center’s urgent eye care clinic; therefore, future work with a
comparison group is necessary to determine whether the
tool reduces the number of patients directed to urgent eye
care clinic or otherwise reduces clinic burden.

This study shows the utility of an automated ophthalmic
triage tool to screen the urgency of visit requests. This tool
was validated and found to behighly correlatedwith both the
initial presentation of illness as well as the final diagnosis.
With the increasing availability and validity of home-based
testing, basic “eye vital signs” such as visual acuity, visual
fields, and intraocular pressure, future studies should look to
refine the triaging process that incorporates these clinical
data into the algorithms.

Clinical Relevance Statement

Automated, algorithmic triage tools are becoming increas-
ingly common in health care, both as stand-alone tools and
for clinical decision support. This research discusses in detail
an approach for designing, implementing, and validating
such a tool in ophthalmology with insights to streamline
triage of acute ophthalmic complaints. A symptom-based
patient-directed automated triage algorithm was able to
safely and effectively triage patients based on symptoms,
with implications for improving access for patients who
require urgent medical care and improving triage for
patients with nonurgent concerns.

Multiple-Choice Questions

1. Why is there a need for automated symptom-based triage
tools in ophthalmology?
a. Inefficient triage for acute symptoms
b. Nonclinical personnel involved in immediate triage
c. Suboptimal access and resource utilization
d. All of the above

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option d. As
highlighted in this article, acute care ophthalmic clinics

often suffer from inefficient triage, leading to suboptimal
patient access and resource utilization. Automated symp-
tom-based triage tools have been applied in other health
care settings to streamline triage but have not yet been
applied to urgent care eye clinics.

2. Which of the following is an important consideration in
designing an algorithm for a new automated triage tool?
a. Creation of new or deviation from existing guideline-

directed best practices
b. Conservative design that minimizes false negatives
c. Less efficient triage
d. Speech of launch prioritized over validation and testing

of algorithm

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option b. Conser-
vative design minimizing false negatives is integral for
prioritizing patient safety. This may result in over-referral
of patients to live clinicians in situations of ambiguity;
however, this conservative approach is integral for the
implementation of new tools to ensure that patients are
not told to stay home or have delayed follow-up in
situations where they should be seen more urgently.

The other answers are incorrect as algorithms supporting
automated triage tools should follow existing guideline-
directed best practices, improve efficiency without sacrific-
ing safety or accuracy, and undergo extensive prelaunch
testing.

Note
This study was presented at the Association for Research
in Vision and Ophthalmology Meeting 2022.
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